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CHAPTER XVI
LESSONS TAUGHT BY ThE BANANA
until an attempt was made to
mpose an import tariff tax on
ananas did that humble trop-
cal fruit arrive at the dignity
of a recognized factor in our
ational life. From relative
bscurity it became in a few
' rid weeks one of ourcherished
rnerican institutions. Under
ttack it forgot that it was a
neck and lowly immigrant with
"yellow streak," and when it
lonned its fighting garb millions
if housewives, toilers, and con-
umers of all classes rallied to
asdefense and demanded of
our lawmakers that it be left free to enter the United States
from the tropics without paying for the privilege.
It was a peculiar and most interesting episode, and is a
striking illustration of the power of public opinion when
wielded in a just cause. A clause taxing bananas 5 cents a
bunch was inserted by the United States Senate when the
Underwood-Simmons tariff bill came to it from the House of
Representatives, which had left bananas on the free list, as
they always had been, and probably always will be. The
Senatorial sponsors for this banana tax undoubtedly acted in
good faith. The reduced tariff rates on other articles of im-
port threatened a deficit. Careless writers and speakers
had given circulation to statements calculated to create the
impression that there was a "banana trust," and that
it made enormous profits. The United Fruit Company,
known to be the leading producer and shipper of bananas,
was presumed to be the beneficiary of this rumored mon-
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opoty, and certain of the Senators saw no reason why
S2,000,000 a year should not be collected on the 40000,oDo
bunches of bananas imported annually, it being assumed
that the prosperous United Fruit Company would pay prac-
tically all of this tidy amount.
What ensued was rather amusing. The fruit trade was
well aware that there was most spirited competition in
bananas, and that the United Fruit Company had powerful
and alert rivals and absolutely no control over wholesale or
retail prices. Congress was soon made aware that there
was no subterfuge about this competition, that it was teat
and vital, also that the rivals of the United Fruit Company
were in deadly earnest. They pointed out that the prices
of bananas were not fixed so much by the supply on the
market at a given time as they were by the relative scarcity
of native fruits, and that no importing company, or all of
them combined, could artificially raise the price of this
tropical fruit.
They also submitted undisputable evidence which indi-
cated that the average importer receives less than ; cents net
profit on a bunch of bananas, and warned Congress that the
proposed tax would annihilate all save the more powerful
companies, which would be able to stand losses until a pos-
sible time when banana prices should adjust themselves on
a higher level.
The Public - that mysterious entity which is respected
and reviled, feared and defied, but which always wins when
it gets mad - aroused itself and sounded a deepening
thunder of protest. The public knew nothing and cared
nothing about the mysteries and statistics of the banana
trade. It did not care if there was one importer, or ten or
a hundred. The irate public was content to know that the
banana was the cheapest fruit and food product on the mar-
ket, and had a dead sure premonition that it would pay all
of the tax and a lot more. The public was entirely satisfied
with the banana situation as it was. If there was com-
petition, well and good; if there was a banana trust it was
a most excellent and righteous monopoly and should not be
disturbed in its well-doing by a tax imposed by it political
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party which had charged high food prices to an iniquitous
tariff system.
And the Press fell in line with the Public, as it generally
does and should, and the Banana never knew until then how
many friends he had and how welcome he was to the millions
who had come to appreciate his gastronomic charms. And
that was the end of the proposed tax.
An interesting feature of this episode was the fact that cer-
Type of Central American architecture
tain of the competitors of the United Fruit Company found
it good tactics to point out and prove that that concern did
not exercise, and never had exercised, a monopoly or any
control over bananas. The public is inclined to be skepti-
cal when a successful and admitted leader in an industrial
enterprise defends itself against such charges, but it is en-
tirely another matter when competitors, presumed to be
at its mercy, indignantly declare and prove that they are
enjoying a steadily increasing prosperity, and that they have
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no complaint whatever against the concern which happens
to be selected for attack because of its size, and, possibly,
because those making the attack had been deluded into
accepting as true, certain sensational and false statements.
The facts were obvious and were at the command of any
one who cared to verify them. Bananas are not smuggled
into the United States. They pay no duty, but the port
officials keep accurate count of every bunch unloaded at the
various ports, and the records show the number of bunches
brought in annually by the various shippers. If the United
Fruit Company had operated during its thirteen years of
existence in a manner calculated to overwhelm all competi-
tion the statistics of banana imports would tell the tale of
its merciless rapacity.
What did these trade statistics show? They showed
that in 5900 the United Fruit Company shipped to the
United States 11,153,881 bunches of bananas, and that in
that year its competitors imported 4,862,449 bunches. This
indicated that the United Fruit Company then held a very
decided trade advantage over its competitors, but far from
a monopoly.
In 1913, the year in which the banana became a tariff
issue and a subject of acute public interest, the United Fruit
Company shipped to the United States 24,975,640 bunches
of bananas as against 17,529,801 bunches shipped by its com-
petitors. In these twelve years the United Fruit Company
had increased its shipments by 13,821,759 bunches, or less
than 124 percent, and in the same period its competitors had
climbed from 4,862,449 to 17,529,801 bunches, an increased
importation exceeding 26o per cent, or more than twice the
rate of increase enjoyed by the United Fruit Company.
Such officially verified figures are enough to dishearten the
most aggressive and persistent of trust hunters.
One of the most interesting and remarkable features of
this whole subject is the astounding retail price charged for
bananas. Bananas at to cents a dozen, i, an, and even
25 cents a dozen, are a positive phenomenon in this era of
high food prices.
Here is one of the most perishable of tropical fruits, one
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requiring a fortune to attempt its large production and im-
portation, one which must be sold within a day or two after
it ripens, one which was justly esteemed a luxury a few years
ago, and yet it is offered for sale all over the United States
at all times of the year for less than the average prices
charged for hardy native fruits grown in superabundance
within a few miles of the market-places.
If this outcome could justly be charged to the operations
of a "banana trust" it would glorify that alleged iniquity.
If the prices charged for native grown apples, pears, oranges,
and other year-around fruits be the outcome of competi-
tion, the sooner we substitute monopoly the better. In an
Palm garden of the SS. Patio 'is
editorial entitled "Consider the Banana," published in the
Houston Post under date of January 27, 1913, this pointed
comment was made:
"How does it happen that the home-grown apple is placed
beyond the teach of the average consumer and that the
foreign-grown banana has increased in quality and decreased
in price? The banana is a perishable fruit. It must be
marketed immediately on its importation, and the business
is one which requires millions in investment and the risks
incident to fleets sailing in waters menaced by hurricanes
and northers. It is a farce when apples grown within ten
miles of St. Louis or New York sell by weight for ten times
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the price charged for bananas shipped from Costa Rica or
Colombia, South America.
"There is no secret about the low cost of bananas. They
are produced and handled on an enormous scale by corn-
panics which put them on the market without the inter-
vention of middlemen who extort large commissions. These
companies have learned that there is more money for them
in selling a huge total of product at a low net profit than
there is in extracting a high profit from small sales at prices
prohibitive to the average consumer. When those in the
apple industry learn this lesson there will be more orchards,
less apples rotting on the ground, and more prosperity and
happiness for all concerned. Consider the banana."
The New York Times later sarcastically remarked that
"There is much need of an apple trust, as 'bad' as the. fruit
trust," and that "people are eating bananas, oranges, and
grapefruit because domestic fruits are dear and inaccessible."
It is a common thing to see apples and bananas displayed
for sale on stands or in .
 stores, with to cents asked for the
apple and three fine bananas offered for 5 cents. The apple
grew a few miles away and the bananas came from Panama.
The United Fruit Company is primarily responsible for
the low banana prices, and the remaining credit belongs to
its competitors, who have had the sagacity to imitate its
systems of production and distribution.
What would happen if some corporation imitated the
United Fruit Company in the production and distribution
of apples? Would its officials be hailed as benefactors or
would they be sent to jail? This is an interesting conjecture
and worth analyzing.
The last ten or twelve years has witnessed an advance in
food prices which has dazed the statesmanship of the world
and inflicted untold hardships on all classes save those of
independent means. This astounding climb in food prices
has been most marked in the United States, and it is mere
chicanery to ascribe any considerable portion of it to the
tariff or any other political or partisan policies. Scores of
causes are alleged by intelligent students of this phe-
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nomenon, and it is fair to assume that it is the composite
result of a number of conditions deeply embedded in our
social and economic structure.
It logically follows that in this general rise in the cost of
raw materials, labor, service of various kinds both needful
and useless, and finally in the cost of the article offered for
sale - it logically follows, I say, that any commodity which
has maintained a practically uniform scale in all of these
years has actually fallen in price. This decided inflation of
retail prices for food and other necessities really means a
depreciated dollar; a debased dollar which will not purchase
as much food as it did ten or twelve years ago. There can
be no intelligent dissent from this proposition. It is ele-
mentary and painfully obvious.
Now, are there any food products which are exceptions to
this decreased ability of a dollar to acquire them? Yes,
there are two such products, and only two of consequence
- bananas and sugar - and it happens that these are the
two food necessities on which are based the extensive opera-
tion6 of the United Fruit Company. If there be any other
corporation catering to the food hunger of the public which
can claim and prove this distinction, its identity has escaped
my observation.
Why are bananas and sugar conspicuous exceptions to
the rule of high and advancing prices? It is impossible to
escape the conclusion that the reason is to be found in the
fact that bananas and raw sugar are produced and marketed
under comprehensive and scientific systems which avoid the
wastes and losses inevitable to petty and badly organized
production. Every known fact points to this conclusion.
The United States Department of Labor issued early in
1913 a comprehensive bulletin containing startling statistics
relative to the mounting prices of food. The table which
I now submit was compiled from this official report. In
this table "ioo" stands for the average retail price of the
food stated in the decade 5890-99. For instance, surloin
steak in ioz cost at retail the equivalent of "115," which
means that it had advanced in price 15 per cent. over the
average established in the ten years inclusive of 1890-99.
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The prices stated for bananas are compiled from the trade
statistics which show the prices paid by the dealers to the
importing companies in these years. There has been so
little fluctuation in the actual retail prices that one quotation
would practically serve for the entire period considered.
The rates given indicate fairly the part played by the ba-
nana producers and importers in determining what the con-
sumer should pay.
Here is a table which is well worth studying by those who
wish to understand why millions of people rallied to the de-
fense of the banana when the proposal was made to impose
an import tax on it. It also throws an interesting light on
the low and steady range of the sugar used to sweeten sliced
bananas:
RELATIVE RETAIL PRICES OF THE PRINCIPAL ARTICLES OF FOOD CON-
SUMED IN ALL SECTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AS CONTRASTED
WITH THE SELLING PRICES OF BANANAS IN THE YEARS SINCE
THE INCORPORA11ON OF THE UNITED FRUIT COMPANY
NOW '°' 1222 1 1903 *904 19051	 JJ 1906 I	 I9I0jj 9aS,rIo,, steak	 '07 109 115 £10 III III	 114 its ''9 tió 134 135 ISS
Round steak	 *09114 122 116 131 110 114 itS 135 141 149 153 174
Rib rout	 109 113 u.S •i	 iii 116 £10 11$ 113 131 i38 139 *56
Pock chop.	 lop *09 '17
 i,6 £23 £15 116 141 144 ISO all 170 IN
Hacoa(smoled) 1*0 III *35 '40 IjI '39 150 tI ass 	 I 114 £97 190Hun (smoked) 106 iii Iii iii 119 u,6 '17 ijI 134 1 :01:59   856 I
Lard (pun)	 *05 '20 i16 1:6 its 116 Is? Is; is	 so yj 145 154Hen.	 £00 105 114 119 121 *14 III *33 135 146 135 $51 .ss
Floor	 95 95	 96 *01 III 110 Not; itS 117 139 liô III IIICorn mad	 96 I08 124 III 113 *23 '24 933 143 '46 ; 143 147 6*
Ease (ruth)	 99 loS 119 £15 *31 231 £34 *38 143 155 13$ 'so 162SatIn	 tot Nos no i.e tol Iii 118 117 316 134340 £31 147Potatoes	 93 124 117 11% 119 299 115 III *30 *33 £19 157 164
Milk	 *00 IoU '04 *07 *07 toS 110 119 Ii; 1161131 Ii; •jd
Saw104 '01 93 94 l	 lOS 97 99 £01 100 101 III £09BANANAS	 16 aft 9491161699*011691101 INS 16
Nm. - In this table am is the .ntage retail price in th. tan fan pn01rig u9
and all above or below is IN pentntae of increase or dent... in price conspired with that
precediag diode.
It will be noted that bananas sold in 1912 at a figure below
that of ten years previously, during which period sirloin
steak advanced 38 per cent in price, round steak 52, pork
chops 61, bacon 64, flour 37, eggs 43, butter 37, potatoes 51,
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and sugar 16 per cent. In the period between 1910 and
1913, when all of these food products made their most
astounding advances, the price of bananas actually dropped
more than ii per cent. If this tropical fruit had advanced
only slightly in sympathy with this gigantic elevation in
other food prices it would have been a result for which the
harassed consumers would have been thankful, but bananas
actually dropped 11.6 points or per cent - and, unless the
people had protested, this kindly feat would have been
rewarded with a tax!
The newspaper poets probably were not familiar with all
of the statistical virtues of the banana as now set forth, but
they knew how the masses felt on the subject, and the theme
was chosen by many able versifiers. Here are two selected
from an impressive collection, Poet Nelson proving that it
is not difficult to find words to rhyme with "bananas":
THE TAX IS OFF!
Bananas will be restored to the free list. - Joy Message from Washington
Come all ye good citizens, raise
Your loudest hosannas,
With pnns of popular praise
For taxies. bananas.
Food fit for the gods of Olympus,
For doughty Diana.
And heroes of legend: who'd skimp us
Of blessed bananas?
Meat fit for an Orient sultan,
For dusky sultanas -
The infant one or the adult Un,
Soul-filling bananas!
Giuseppi. and Abraham, eat 'em,
And Gretchen. and Hannas,
Vox populi says you can't beat 'em,
World-building bananas.
And whether it', clay you'll be smoking
Or fragrant }iabana.,
None thinks you are lying or joking
If you praise bananas.
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They're slender and tender, nutritious.
Moat mighty of manna.;
Thcy're yellow and mellow, delicious-
Praise be for bananas]
You tax us for air and for water,
For faith and bandanna.;
We go like a lamb to the slaughter -
But halt! on banana..
What round from the northernmost mountain,
From southern savannah.?
The East and the West are thanks shoutin'
For untaxed bananas.
—E. T. NELSON in New York Sun.
Poet John O'Keefe tuned his harp and sang:
THE FREE BANANA
You may tax the silk stockings from Pads
Or the hat from the street of peace,
Or the jewels the womenfolk carry
From the land of the .ureate fleece,
Or the smoky old Scotch from Glengarry,Or the braid that was made in Milan;
But the President's sure
You will injure the poor
If you tax the nutritious banan'l
If a damsel who dances ta-ra-ra,
Till it seems that her foot is a wing,
Should arrive with a lovely tiara
That she got with the heart of a king,
You may call it an avis that's rara
And assess it by Congress' plan;
But our people are such
You'll be getting in Dutch
If you venture to tax the banan'!
We are anxious that beef should be cheaper,
So we'll lower the tariff on cow;
Though itcome from the Platte or the Dnieper,
We will lessen its price to the frau;
And the wheat of the Muscovite reaper
May sustain the American man;
But far greater than these
Is the joy that he sees
As he lives on the handy bansa'!
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Oh, a poet of stature Miltonic
Should be happy to write on this theme!
To the ghost of Beethoven symphonic
It should furnish an orchestra scheme!
Let the tariff protectionists chronic
Raise objections from Maine to Japan;
But we'll cry, "It's a hiti"
(If our mouths will permit)
While we gulp the untariffed banan'!
- JOHN O'Kars in New York H"orU.
Pleasing bit of steamship architecture
There is no mystery concerning the cheapness of bananas.
Three factors combine to make them the minimum cost
article of fruit-food ever offered to the American public, viz:
(s) Bananas are produced on an enormous scale and are
transported and distributed on a scientific plan which has
been developed to approximate perfection.
(z) The producing importers receive only a nominal per-
centage of profit over the actual cost of cultivating and
delivering bananas to the great centres of distribution.
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() The wholesalers or jobbers obtain only a nominal profit
for services which are indispensable, and the retailer receives
profits insignificant when compared with those extorted
from most food products.
For a standard bunch of bananas containing nine hands
and, we will say, 144 individual bananas, the producer and
shipper will receive on the average less than a dollar for such
a bunch of fruit.
Enormous quantities of bananas are sold at retail for to
cents a dozen, and I doubt if the average price exceeds 15
cents a dozen. On this latter basis the retailer would re-
ceive $r.So for the i.+4 bananas in the bunch which the im-
porter sold to the jobber for $i. At ao cents a dozen the
retailer would receive $2.40 for this bunch. When we add to
the original dollar charged by the importer the various items
of freight, a few cents to the Fruit Dispatch or some similar
company, and also a fair profit for the wholesaler, we have
the entire bill with the exception of what the retailer receives
as his share. We do not begrudge him that. It is not a
profit in the true sense of that word. It is a wage for
manual services performed.
Thus the banana bunch which was sold by the producer
and importer for $i reaches the consumer with not more
than another dollar added to it for freight, delivery, and all
of the charges imposed by middlemen. Does the American
consumer obtain any native farm product at any such pro-
portionate charge? Hardly!
According to one of the railroad authorities of the coun-
try the potatoes for which the farmers received $8,437,000
in 1910 were sold to consumers in New York City for
more than $6o,000,000. Onions, for which the farmers
got $821,000, consumers paid $8,2,2,000. Consumers
paid $9,525,000 for cabbages the farmers had sold for
$1,825,000.
This means that when a housewife spends $r for cabbage
that only zo cents of her money goes to the farmer who raised
these cabbages, and that the remaining So cents has been
absorbed by transportation charges, commissions, profits to
various classes of middlemen, and to the retailer. This means
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that when the housewife spends $i for potatoes that 54
cents of this represents the farmer's share, and that 86 cents
of her money is absorbed in the process of bringing them
from the farm to her. In the case of onions the farmer gets
almost exactly so cents out of every dollar expended by the
consumer.
But when this housewife spends Si for bananas she can
rest assured that about So cents of this goes to the pro-
ducer and importer for honest value delivered, and that the
remaining o cents stands for legitimate andindispensable
services rendered by railroads, truckmen, and the retailer.
In its banana business the United Fruit Company is a farm-
ing enterprise, its ships serving in place of wagons to bring
its produce from the fields to the markets. Counting all of
the services of distribution and selling under the head of
"Transportation and Middlemen," let us see what sort of an
exhibit these four food products make displayed in a cold-
blooded table:
Percentage of retail	 Percentage of retail price
Food	 price received by the	 received by transporta-
Article	 farmer	 tjon and middlemen
Onions .- -	 so	 go
Potatoes .	 24	 86
Cabbage. - .	 20	 So
Bananas 	 so
Plain enough, isn't it? Bananas are produced scientifi-
cally, and distributed and sold with a minimum of service by
the middlemen. Onions, potatoes, cabbages, and scores of
the other necessities of life are produced unscientifically,
and handled by a lack of system which invites and assures
all forms of extortion.
Farmers living within five miles of my residence in
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York, in the autumn sell such
apples as are not left to rot under the trees from 40 to
óo cents a bushel, and my neighbors and I buy them a few
months later at from $2 to $3 a bushel. We pay 5 cents for
a decent eating apple raised a few miles away, but we can
buy for this 5 cents three delicious bananas which were
raised in the valleys of Central or South America.
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FOOD VALUE OF THE BANANA
The banana will never enjoy the popularity it deserves
until the people of the temperate zones learn to know when
it is ripe, and learn not to eat it in its raw state. There is
popular delusion that the banana has ripened when it turns
from its original green to a golden yellow, and those thus
deluded decline to touch this fruit when dark spots appear in
the yellow skin of the banana.
The banana is not fully ripe when it is yellow. This
change from green to yellow is the first outward appearance
of a chemical process incidental to the ripening process. Not
until a considerable portion of the skin has turned to a deep
brown has this ripening process sufficiently developed to give
the fruit its greatest value as a delicious and healthful
food. A writer in a recent number of the Journal of the
American Medical Association brought this fact out clearly
when he said:
"The dictum that fruits should be eaten 'in their season'
finds its limitations as regards variety in the temperate
zones at certain periods of the year. There is, however, one
fruit which is readily available fresh in the American markets
at practically all seasons. It is unfortunate that an article
of diet which meets nutritive requirements so well and so
easily obtainable at reasonable cost as the banana should be
the subject of so much misunderstanding among both
physicians and laymen. For, despite the fact that over
40,000,000 bunches are reported to have been brought to the
United States last year, it is popularly stated in many quar-
ters that the banana is difficult of digestion and may give
rise to alimentary distress.
"The fruit is brought to our northern markets green, and
is ripened by artificial heat. The color of the peel gives
evidence of the degree of ripeness. The green banana con-
tains, in the part exclusive of the skin, about 1.5 per cent of
protein and 20 to 25 per cent of carbohydrate, almost en-
tirely starch. In the ripe banana with the yellow-brown
peel the edible part contains somewhat less of carbohy.
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drate; but that which remains is now almost entirely in the
form of soluble sugars. Broadly speaking, then, the ripe
banana is about one-fifth sugar; the green, one-fifth starch.
"Inasmuch as bananas are commonly eaten uncooked, it
is obvious that more or less raw starch will be ingested if the
fruit is not ripe, i. e., if the skin has not begun to shrivel
and darken. No one would advise the use of uncooked
potatoes; yet many people eschew a thoroughly ripe banana
in the belief that this wholesome fruit is 'rotten' when the
skin becomes darkened, whereas they eagerly eat the yellow-
green starch-bearing fruit at its stage of incomplete
ripeness."
It is an entirely different matter when the green or semi-ripe
banana is cooked. The application of heat renders the pulp
nutritious and readily digestible, and the tropical natives
prepare many delicious dishes by baking green bananas in
ashes.
The Magazine of she Housewives' League discusses the food
value of bananas entertainingly in a recent article, from
which the following extracts are selected:
"The food value of the banana, long known in tropical
countries, has within the past twenty years begun to be more
highly appreciated by the masses of the northern countries,
and the following facts, collated from authoritative sources,
will indicate the progress made by science and commerce in
familiarizing the people living outside of tropical countries
with its value as a foodstuff.
"From a sanitary point of view, the banana is superior to
many other fruits. Exposed on stands on the street, in
fruit stores and othe, wise, by reason of the fact that it is
always first peeled to 8et at the edible portion, it escapes all
forms of germ life communications either by the air or con-
tact with polluted substances. The skin of the fresh apple
is generally eaten, with the risk of dirt and disease, by the
ordinary people. Cooked, the baked apple is open to the
same objection - and the same facts apply to many other
forms of fruit in a greater or less degree.
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"For further comparison, the following table has been
prepared by the Government:
Potrixuouss
-	 BANANAS	 Sn*t
Price per pound	 . .	 .07 cents
	
Is.00 cents
Cost of too calories . . . .	 23 .30 cents	 fl. 50 cents
Enery -
Total weight food material . .	 s.d; lb..	 .o lbs.
Fuel value, calories	 . . . . 429-M lbs.	 444.00 lbs.
INDIAN AND MARIMBA
The marimba is a musical instrument similar to the xylophone
"This table indicates that the most strenuous form of
labor can be supported by a banana diet equally as well as
by the highest class meat diet. It is a well-established fact
that in the States of Parana and Santa Catarina, Brazil, the
entire population subsists exclusively on bananas as a food,
and coffee as a drink; and these sections are famous for the
strength and endurance of their laboring classes.
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"The familiar form of the banana in the tropics, other
than the fresh fruit, is the flour or meal made from the dried
fruit. The tabulated statistics show, among other data,
that banana flour contains an average of 85 per cent of car-
bohydrates, as compared with 75 per cent from wheat flour,
but it is lower in protein or flesh-forming values. This flour
is used in combination with milk, sugar, etc., in the prepara-
tion of cakes, custards, and similar articles. It is very palat-
able and never clays. It is particularly adapted for persons
of weak or inferior digestive organs, and is now marketed
by a New York company. Seven hundred weight of fruit
are used to make a hundred weight of flour.
"The banana is further used to make breakfast foods -
like the ordinary cereal; one preparation taking the place of
coffee as a nutriment instead of a stimulant; banana bis-
cuits are now on the menu of many households; banana
vinegar is said to have many excellent qualities to recom-
mend it; banana marmalade, banana prepared as a substitute
for figs, raisins, grapes, and currants are some of the other
commercial articles which are rapidly making their way into
everyday use in households, and are advertised by supply
houses.
"In view of the importation of upwards of 44,000,00o
bunches of bananas per annum, under the auspices of several
powerful American corporations, subsidiary companies,
equipped with scientific laboratories, have been established
in New York City and elsewhere, supplementing the efforts
of the United States Government for the definite purpose of
continuing the study of how to increase the value of the
banana in new forms of foodstuffs."
While the banana can be prepared in various ways, it is
surprising to find the number of persons who are amazed to
learn that it can be served baked, fried, or in many other
ways. The American and European people are just begin-
ning to appreciate the advantages and desirability of the
banana as a most appetizing vegetable cooked for the daily
consumption of the rich and poor alike.
The test of the food value of any article of diet is found
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in the relative proportion of flesh-forming principle it con-
tains, viz: proteid; after this the amount of carbohydrate
and fat is taken into consideration. The following analysis
showing the composition of the apple, orange, and banana
is by Atwater:
Gino.
	W*nt	 Fnonir,	 FAT HYDRATE	 ASH
Apple	 .	 . . 8.6	
.4	 .5	 14.3	 .3
Orange .	 . . 86.9	 £	 .2	 11.6
Banana . . . . 75 .3	 3.3	 .6	 22.0	 .8
The exceptional qualities of the banana as a wholesome
and nutritious food are recognized and extolled by the Lead-
ing medical authorities. Albert Harris Hoy, M. D., in his
famous book on "Eating and Drinking," says:
• "ft is a remarkable fact that the albuminates are present
in the banana in almost the same proportion that they are
found in milk, this substance, according to three investiga-
tors, containing them to the extent of 4.03 per cent. Dry
wheat flour contains 12 percent of alburninates, and hence
one pound of it would be equalled in nourishment by three
pounds of bananas. Were these dried and reduced to flour,
one pound of this flour would probably equal two pounds of
wheat flour in nourishment. The analysis of the banana
then but confirms that which experience has proved to be
true, that it is a fruit of high nutritive value. In fact, it
stands alone in this respect, as well as being the only sweet
fruit which can be obtained fresh and in a suitable condition
in all parts of the country and at all seasons of the year."
This very important fact is also generally recognized and
commented on by the leading medical authorities abroad.
No less an authority than Dr. Arnold Lorand of Carlsbad, in
his recent book on "Health and Longevity through Ra-
tional Diet," says:
"There is probably no more nourishing food, or one whose
cultivation is of more value to mankind, than the banana.
In view of the very great influence of fruit upon the
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health of the population in general it would be very desir-
able that the duties collected on fruits be abolished."
In the course of a speech delivered recently on his return
to London from Jamaica, Sir James Crichton-Browne, M.
D., F. K. S., a leading medical authority of England, said:
"I wish all of our school-children could have bananas from
time to time. The banana is not a flavored fruit, that is to
say, a little sugar and water with some essence thrown in,
but a fruit-food containing, in an agreeable form, all of the
essential elements of nutrition. As an adjunct to our other
foods it is of great value, being at once acceptable to all -
for it is not an acquired taste—giving variety to the domestic
diet and mingling well with other comestibles. I am quite
sure that the Jamaica banana, than which there is none finer
or better flavored when it is of the proper degree of ripeness,
is, in the guise of a cheap luxury, a substantial addition to
our food supply, and one which is certain more and more to
commend itself to the working classes of our large towns.
Its portability, palatability, and digestibility are immense
advantages, and I am glad to see that it is largely taking the
place of the stale sandwich on railway journeys."
NOW TO COOK BANANAS
As has been explained, the banana should not be eaten
raw until its yellow peel is mottled with brown. It is then
not only readily digestible but delicious. On account of its
natural protection from contamination, it has well been said
that"The banana was put up and sealed by nature in a germ-
proof package," and so long as that package is intact the
banana itself furnishes absoluteguarantee that it is pure food.
Professional chefs and amateur cooks are constantly
finding new ways to cook bananas. Here are a few recipes
which have attained wide popularity:
BANANA FRXTTLRS
One-half cup of flour, one-quarter cup of cold water, one egg beaten,
one-fourth teaspoon of melted butter, one pinch of baking powder.
Beat the yolk of the egg; add the water, and stir into the flour; add the
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salt, baking powder, and incited butter, then the white of egg whipped to
£ stiff froth.
Put sliced bananas into this batter and fry About three or four slices
should be incorporated in each fritter. When dome, dredge with pow-
dered sugar and serve hot.
FRIED BANANAS
Select finn and rather slender fruit; peel and cut into sections about
three inches long. Fry in hot butter, and, as the bananas cook, sprinkle
with a little sugar, and roll about carefully in the frying pan until a light
brown all over. Dish, pouring over any butter and sugar remaining in
the pan. Serve very hot.
BANANA C*OQUtflt5
Peel the bananas, cut into short lengths, round the cut edges, dip in
beaten egg, roll in sifted crumbs, and fry until tender and brown. Serve
hot with any kind of roast meat.
BANANAS WITh BACON OP HAM
Prepare fruit as above. Cook in the same manner, using bacon or
ham fat in place of butter, and serve on the platter with broiled bacon or
ham. This dish, with a salad, makes an exceedingly good luncheon.
GELATINS Of BANANAS
Make a lemon, an orange or a wine jelly, according to the rule for the
kind of gelatine used. Mould this with sliced bananas only, or with
oranges, white grapes, a few figs cut up, nuts, or any mixture liked.
Turn out and serve with whipped cream.
BANANA SHOETCAKE
When berries or fresh peaches are out of season, use sliced bananas
between and on top of Layers of shortcake.
Add the fruit the moment before serving, as the heat will discolor the
truit if allowed to stand after slicing when uncooked.
SPICED BANANAS
Stir gently thick slices of bananas in a syrup flavored with cinnamon,
clove., and a very little mace.
BANANA LOAF
Take a small loaf of sponge cake or angel food, and cut a well in the
centre. Fill with sliced bananas and heap with whipped cream sweetened
to taste.
BANANA CAKE
Bake a sponge cake or a plain cup cake in two layers.
Just before serving, put freshly sliced bananas between and on top of
the layers of cake. Cover the top thickly with whipped cream and serve
at the table in wedge..haped pieces.
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BANANA ICZ CREAM
One quart of cream. One cup of sugar, pulp of Ave or .i, banana,,
juice of one lemon, a pinch of salt.
Heat the cream with three-fourths of the sugar. Let it cool. Peel
the bananas, split and remove the seeds and dark spots; rub through a
sieve; add salt, lemon juice, and the fourth of a cup of sugar. Mix with
the chilled cream and freeze at once.
BANANA RAVARUN CREAM
One pint of cooked banana pulp sweetened, one-half box of granulated
gelatine, one-half pint of cold water, one pint ofcream.
Stew ripe bananas in a little water until there is a pint of pulp.
Sweeten to taste. Soak the gelatine in the cold water. When thoroughly
dissolved, beat through the pulp and stand in cracked ice, and stir until it
begins to thicken.
Add the cream whipped very stiff, and a cup of chopped nuts. Put in
a mould to harden. To serve, turn on a platter, surrounded with
whipped cream, dotted with maraschino cherries.
At the meeting of the British Medical Association in July,
1910, Dr. Eric Pritchard recommended the use of banana
flour in infant feeding. Dr. Pritchard asserted that it was
cheap and wholesome, rendered the milk more digestible,
and possessed high nutritive value. He stated that for
many years he has recommended the addition of mashed
banana to the milk mixtures with which babies are fed wheo
the natural source is unavailable. As the results of careful
experiments he recommended the substitution of banana
flour, made into a gruel or decoction, for the more expensive
proprietary infant foods. It is of great importance that
infants should be trained early to digest cow's milk, and this
cannot be done by giving them artificial substitutes which
are predigested, and Dr. Pritchard finds that a decoction of
banana gruel has much to recommend it.
Thus we see that the banana is a fruit, a food, a drink, a
breakfast dish, a dessert, a confection, and a medicine. It
shares with bread the distinction of a staff of life, and is a
welcome addition to the menu of the affluent.
Created into an industry by the men who founded and who
have made of the United Fruit Company a mighty enter-
prise, the banana has bequeathed to the United States a vast
extension of its commerce, and has pointed the sure and hon-
orable way For the further peaceful conquest of the American
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tropics. It already has taken a place as a fixture in our
social economy, but it is destined to a much higher rank in
the future as a factor in promoting the health, happiness,
and prosperity of hundreds of millions of people who were
strangers to this tropical fruit-food only a short generation ago.
The United Fruit Company is more than a corporation.
It is an institution, an American institution founded by cer-
tain of its citizens and conducted with a broadness of policy
and an industrial statesmanship which lift it out of the
class of mere money making and profit hunting corporations.
Myrtle Bank Hotel, Kingston, Jamaica
It is doing for the American tropics and the American people
what the Hudson Bay Company did for the British Empire
in the frozen north of Canada. It has awakened the slum-
bering nations bordering on the Caribbean with the quicken-
ing tonic of Yankee enterprise. It has proved to the world
that these tropics can be converted from a harassing lia-
bility into an asset of stupendous value, and it has solved for
the world the problem of transforming deadly swamps and
jungles to gardens on which can be raised the food products
demanded to keep pace with the ever-increasing hunger of
the city-housed multitudes.
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Andrew W. Preston is, and always has been, President of
the United Fruit Company, and is the active executive head
and directing spirit of it and all of its subsidiary interests.
His rise from a fruit merchant in Boston to the front of vast
enterprises, national and international in their scope, is a
striking illustration of what opportunity offers in America
to the one who hears the call, and is swift and earnest to take
honest advantage of possibilities in new fields reached by
untrodden paths.
I called on Mr. Preston in his Boston office and asked him
to explain the general policy which has been followed by the
United Fruit Company in relation to its competitors and to
the consuming public which purchases its products. In his
frank answers to my rather pointed questions Mr. Preston
takes a position which may be studied with interest by all
who have intelligent concern in the vital problems which
have arisen with the growth of wide-reaching industrial cor-
porations. My first question was:
"What is the competitive policy of the United Fruit
Company?"
Ma. PRESTON: "Competition, in its ordinary trade
sense, is not a vitally important factor in the banana in-
dustry. The total of marketable bananas produced in the
American tropics is not sufficient to meet the demands of
existing markets and those which are yet practically un-
touched, and there is every indication that the demand in the
established market centres will continue greatly to increase.
There are periods, of course, when there is an over-supply of
this fruit, and at such times prices automatically fall below
the cost of production and handling, but the slight fluctua-
tions in the wholesale prices are seldom reflected in the rates
paid by the consumers. The United Fruit Company and its
competitors are planning in confident expectation that the
banana is destined to have a decidedly enhanced use as a
fruit and a food in the coming years. Since the known field
is large enough for all of us there is no incentive to waste
money and energy in a struggle for something which would
be of no advantage if won."
"Is there any understanding or agreement, written or
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implied, between the United Fruit Company and any of its
competitors?"
MR. PHESTON: "There is absolutely none, and there has
never been a time when our company has attempted to direct
or influence the policies or acts of its competitors. We have
been busy with other and vastly more important matters.
Whatever of success we have attained has been because of
creative and not of destructive endeavor. No combination
or agreement would have any appreciable influence in de-
termining banana prices. If an artificial increase in banana
prices were possible, and if we were so foolish and criminal
as to participate in such a conspiracy, the very success of
it would precipitate business disaster. There are legitimate
profits in the banana industry only because the natural laws
of trade and of free competition have made this tropical
fruit a staple article with a recognized food value, and be-
cause the consumers know that it can always be obtained at
an unvarying low price.
"We have keen competition with the steamship com-
panies which bid for the passenger and freight traffic to and
from the ports in the American tropics. We have keen com-
petition in the production and sale of our Cuban sugar out-
put. The leading railroads of the United States carry for
us not less than 50,000 carloads of freight annually. In these
and in all of the other ramifications of our business we have
rigidly adhered to the policy of making no alliances, combi-
nations, or agreements with competitors, and we haveneither
solicited or received any discriminating favors from railroad
lines. Our company has not been a party to any pooling
agreement, to any agreement having as its object a division
of territory, division of traffic, or any other stipulation which
would interfere in the free exercise of competition."
"Would not the weaker rivals of the United Fruit Com-
pany be at its mercy in the event of a cut-rate war?"
MR. PRESTON: "Possibly, but what pretext could justify
a cut-rate war in bananas? It is not only illegal but im-
moral for a strong competitor to use such a weapon on a
weaker one. It is true that this was not a part of the
general business code years ago. Selling below cost was
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frequently resorted to, and there was no law and little
public sentiment against this feature of competition in a
period not far remote. But the records will show that no
such tactics ever have been employed in the banana
trade.
"With our widely scattered plantations and highly de-
veloped systems of transportation we have legitimately
acquired advantages overall of our competitors, but we exer-
cise these advantages fairly and, I believe, generously. It
sometimes happens that a competitor loses a ship or has one
disabled. If it is possible for us to do so, we do not hesitate
to place one of our ships at his disposal. Again, it happens
that a flood or a wind or some other disaster may ruin the
plantations from which he draws his supplies. Instead of
taking advantage of this calamity to invade and absorb his
market we make it a practice to furnish him with bananas
from our own plantations until such time as he can arrange
for a permanent source of supply. We claim no special
merit for this, and we should expect an honorable competitor
to do what he could torus under similar circumstances. It
is in accord with the spirit of the new competition. When
a newspaper building is destroyed by fire its most bitter rival
is likely to offer the use of its plant. The United States has
evoluted from the savagery of old-time competition, and I
am glad to say that our company never has been afflicted
with it."
"What is the general policy, the aim, and the ultimate
ambition of the United Fruit Company?"
Ma. PRESTON: "A corporation has the double duty of
conserving the interests of its stockholders and of rendering
a service to the public which has authorized its corporate
existence. These duties do not conflict. The stockholders
are entitled to fair profits on their stock investments, and the
public is entitled to the benefits of prices and services based
on just dividend rates. That has been our general policy,
and the present management will continue it. We deal
mainly in bananas and sugar, the two cheaper food products
now at the command of the American consumer.
"The aim of the United Fruit Company is to continue its
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work of linking the United States commercially and indus-
trially with the American tropics, and to sharein the rewards
of the mutually enhanced prosperity of both sections. We
are proud of what we have already accomplished. We are
jealous of a prestige earnestly fought for, and we shall do our
best to preserve and increase it."
I have presented in these chapters the operations of the
United Fruit Company as I have seen and studied them.
If I am prejudiced in its favor it is because of an admiration
for great enterprises which perform great services in a com-
prehensive and scientific way and which, consequently, de-
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servedly are crowned with success. The fair-minded traveller
or student who analyzes the record and achievements of this
far-reaching tropical and international enterprise may, in his
verdict, recall President Woodrow Wilson's eloquent sum-
ming-up of his attitude toward big business:
"I am not jealous of any progress or growth no matter
how huge the result, provided the result was indeed obtained
by the processes of wholesome development, which are the
processes of efficiency, of economy, of intelligence, and of
invention."
THE END
